
Getting to the

Error Message Glossary



You will need to save in order to

embed the checksums and

verify them. The disk-icon will be

orange if it is your first time saving

the checksums.

Once the metadata is saved,

it will stick with the file!

You can double-check that the checksums

are saved by heading back to the 'Tech' tab

and seeing that they have been verified.

File Tab



If there are changes to the checksums detected,

then it could be there has been data loss or

corruption.

 

Part of your maintenance should be to go

through your files routinely to make sure that

checksums align and that there are no errors

detected on master files.

 

Data corruption can lead to lost audio or the

inability to eventually play recordings at all.

The 'Tech' tab should auto-generate when you

introduce your file(s) to the program. It will read

file-size, file-type format, channel amount (Mono

or Stereo), sampling rate, bit-depth

(BitPerSample), and how long the recording is.

It will let you know if there are existing

checksums already present too.

These will be the same 

(and highlighted green)

if there are no data changes.

*There are no checksums 

in this file.

Tech Tab



The 'Core' tab is where you

will enter in information that

is necessary for your DiGI log too.

While the information in the 'Tech'

tab will auto-generate, you are

responsible of entering in this 'Core' data.

Any info & details

about the recording

This refers to the person or org. 

that did the digitization.

The unique ID for this recording

Clicking 'CodingHistory' will open a sub-window

where you can add in information like Sampling Rate,

Bit-depth, and most importantly, information about the

software and hardware you used in your digitization

(e.g. which version of Audacity for editing).

Type this additional metadata in the 'Text, free string'

sub-tab.

Core Tab


